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And as you can see,
a bank of heavy cloud is
moving in from the North Sea,
so better pack your wellies and
cagoules if you’re heading for
the Solstice Festival, there’s
some thundery showers
headed your way.

And it’s not
looking much brighter
as the weekend goes on...

You’re tuned in to our
Solstice Festival preview here
on Northumberland FM. Here in
Northumberland we’re gearing up
for a hundred thousand visitors
this weekend, ready to party on
down to an amazing array
of musical talent.
And to get us
right in the mood,
here’s Pulp with that
festive classic,
Sorted for E’s
and Wizz.

Heavy on the
A69. Stationary
traffic on the military
road as far back as
Greenhead. Can we start
moving vehicles on to
overspill camping...?

And my guest
this morning is James Gresham,
the Northumberland landowner
who is host to this weekend’s
Solstice Festival here in the
North of England.

It’s only in
its second year, but it’s
already rivalling Glastonbury
for numbers and starry
names. James, tell me
what inspired you...

What do you mean
we can’t get the truck
any nearer? There’s no way we
can dolly this sound system
across a bloody field.

Do you have
any idea how much
this kit weighs?
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We had no idea at
the time, but this was
where the end began,

with Northumberland readying itself
for the open-air event of the season.

The programme ranged from
death metal to Mozart micro-opera.

But it wasn’t all
fun and games.
For some people – people like me,
for instance – Solstice meant work.

The artistes arrived from all around the
globe, trailing their entourages in their wake.

The catering crews and stallholders prepared
to make a killing from punters who’d been
drinking too much, taking questionable drugs,
eating unwisely and engaging in regrettable sex.

Then there were the journalists, like me,
looking for the story – whatever passes
for a story in a post-factual world.

And really, if you weren’t working, who would actually want to be
there, spending a weekend in the rain without adequate
sanitation in a farmer’s field miles from the nearest hot bath?
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Turn that
off, Jamie.

And that was
Pulp, getting us
sorted for
Solstice.

It’s bad enough
that I’ve got to spend
the weekend there without
having to listen to that
pillock.

Zoe, most people
would kill for your
job this weekend.

Getting paid to
hang out with the stars,
best view in the house.
Yeah, right.
You’ll get a
better view here on
the sofa with the kids.
Plus you’ll be dry.

Oh, Jamie,
remember when
I used to do
real stories?

I remember.
At least celebrity fluff
doesn’t obsess you the way
investigative journalism
used to.

It ‘obsessed’ me,
as you put it,
because it mattered.
Have you seen
my power monkey?

It’s charging
in the kitchen,
I plugged it in earlier.
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You’ll forget
we exist as soon as
you walk through
the door.

You’ll forget me,
more like.

Boys’ weekend,
that’s what you three are looking
forward to. Pizzas and pop, gaming
and gloating because you’re not
knee deep in Solstice mud.

There might be
a bit of that.
Will you see
Sam and Lisa?

Always.
I’ve already bagged
the back of their
van as my office.

Sam and Lisa Shore, our best mates. Sharers of childcare, lenders of last resort
and proprietors of Sam’s Sausage Sandwiches, a hole-in-the-wall shop in the
centre of Newcastle whose reach was extended in the summer months by a
caravan hitched to the back of their car. Solstice had been their biggest payday
the year before. Because nobody went hungry at Solstice. You couldn’t cast
the l Ching without hitting a street food stall.

One pork and
black pudding, one
venison and beetroot,
two pork and chorizo.
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You sure I can’t
tempt you, Zoe? Once
this band finishes it’ll go
mental. I’ll be struggling to
keep up with the orders.
No time for favours
for friends then.

We’ve got
nut burgers this
year, Zoe.

How many times, Sam?
You know I’m a vegetarian.
After the things the animal
rights lot showed me
last year—

Yeah, cooked
on the same grill
as the sausages.

In fairness, Zoe,
they’re next to the
sausages, not actually
on the same bit
of the grill.

Rice salad?
That’ll not put hairs
on your chest.

Thanks but no thanks.
I brought some rice salad
from home.

Three sausage
sandwiches,
Lisa.

I’ll get out
of your way before
the rush.
I’m supposed to be
interviewing the teenage
heart-throbs on the
Hadrian stage. Good luck.
There you go, mate,
that’ll be twelve pounds.
Napkins and condiments
on the counter.
Sounds like
you’ll need it
more than me!
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Did you see that?
Did you see that, Baz?
They fizzin’ well
loved me.

Me, Will Honeycomb

You are
so fizzin’ literal.
That was bangin’.

I’m starving,
why is there nothing
to eat in here?

They totally did.
Did you see them on their
feet, they were wetting
themselves. Fizzin’
wetting themselves.

I think that
was the rain, Will.
Not actually wetting
themselves.

You said
bourbon and Coke.
That’s what I got.
You never said
nothing about food.

So what did
you think we were
going to eat, you turnip?
What? There’s a Michelinstarred restaurant down
the road?

You never said.

So why are you
still standing there?
Go and get me one.

No, get me three.
Different ones. I fancy
a bit of variety.
You know me.
Well, now I’m saying.
You had a sausage sandwich
earlier, didn’t you? When I was
doing the sound check?
Was it any good?
Yeah. Tasty.
Pork and apple
it was.
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One at a time,
you’ll all get served.
There’s plenty to
go round.

Now, love,
what’s it to be?

I’m not your darling
and this is a queue
and you’re not in it.
What was it
you were after, love?

I’d like a—
I need three different sandwiches
pronto, darling.

What’s the problem, Lisa?

We’d like a pork and
caramelised onion
It’s for Will Honeycomb.
He’s just come
off stage and he’s gagging
for something to eat.

Nothing I can’t handle.

Listen, sunshine.
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Join the queue
like everybody else and
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Carry on like this
and you can whistle for
your bangers.
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Did you say it was
for Will Honeycomb?

Wow. Look, me and Tim,
we’re at the front of the queue.
We’ll get your sandwiches
with our order.

Yeah.
I’m his personal
assistant.

Thanks.

So that’ll be
whatever they’re having
plus three different sandwiches,
if you don’t mind.

Please yourselves. Sam?
Coming up.
Just as soon as
somebody gives me
an order?
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You don’t mind
if I record this?

Solstice is only
in its second year but
already it seems to have
attracted an enthusiastic
following?

Be my guest.
No secrets here,
young lady.

That’s right.
We’re looking at hosting
over a hundred thousand
visitors this year. We’ve
got musicians from five
continents, you know.

I don’t like
macaroni
cheese.

It’s really putting
Northumberland on the
music festival map. And
bringing a lot of cash
into the local economy.

You like it
when Mum
makes it.

And that’s
always welcome. Is the
weather proving a
problem?

That’s because
she puts blood in it.

He means
tomato ketchup.
It’s never ideal
when you get rain at
an outdoor festival.
But we’re satisfied that
we have arrangements
in place to prevent the
weather interfering with
people’s enjoyment.

It’s already getting
pretty muddy underfoot.

And the stewards
are laying duckboards
as we speak.
Now, why don’t
you join me in a glass of
champagne and some canapes?
Forget the rain and have
some bubbles?
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So go and get
the tomato ketchup.

Careful, Max, you
nearly spilled your juice.
You know your mum doesn’t
like it when we eat in the
living room, she’ll kill us if
we make a mess.
Now, just eat quietly.
It’s the news, we can see
where Mum is.
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… to join the Labour front bench despite
recent difference with the leadership.

Freedom of movement
campaigners are marching this afternoon
in Central London—

Will Mum be
on the telly?

Scientists are meeting in
Newcastle’s Life Sciences Centre
to discuss the global threat of
antimicrobial resistance.

And rain fails to stop play
at the North’s biggest ever
music festival.

That’s where Mum is!
Will we see her?

I hope not.
I hope she’s somewhere
out of the rain.
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That rain just kept on falling. It started soft and warm,
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It didn’t stop the music though.
James Gresham was too canny
for that. All of the stages were
well protected from the weather.
It was only when the talent had
to run between the stages and
their luxury Winnebagos that
they got a taste of the drenching
that the audience were enduring.

Me, I made sure I spent as much time as
I could backstage, interviewing the stars.
Like Jezebel, that lovely American alt-folk band.
They didn’t seem to mind the weather.

That’s what makes
the hills so green, right?
The rain? I love it.
Is this your
first time in
Northumberland?

Where we’re from,
there’s not a lot
of green.
Apart from
the golf courses.
Man-made
oases in the
Arizona desert.

First time outside London.
I can’t believe how beautiful
it is out here in the
middle of nowhere.

And somebody
said you have
great beaches too?

We do.
I hope you get
the chance to
see them.

Gdansk’s Tuesday, Jess.
Monday it’s Hamburg.
I don’t know,
we’re off to Gdansk
on Monday.
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Whatever.
We never get
time to see
places properly.

Well, it just so happens
that you’re very close to
Sam’s Sausage Sandwich van,
and everybody says he
makes the best sausages in
the North East.

Now, you have
to recommend some
real Northumberlandish
food to us. When we
come off after our set,
we’re always starving,
right, Jon?

Lots of different
flavour combinations.
Connoisseurs say his
pork and black pudding
is heaven in a bun.

I ha
sin
A bi

Right, Jess.
Can we get some
kind of local
specialty?

How’s
How

Something hearty?
Man food?

Black pudding?
That doesn’t sound
very appetising.

Trust me,
it’s gorgeous.

We’ll make
sure to try it.

You won’t
regret it.

Now, what can you
tell me about
the new album?

We stripped them
right back to the basic
story then reworked them
in a contemporary
context.
Like this.

What we did,
we took a fresh
look at a bunch of
traditional songs.
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Hiya, love. You look
knackered!

Lucky them,
I wish I was. This
place is jumping.

I haven’t stopped
since I got here.
A bit like the rain.

I can imagine.
How’s your day been?
How are the boys?

It’s not just
the music. For something
that’s supposed to be
‘alternative’, it’s as
commercial as it gets.

We’ve had a good laugh.
We went swimming after
school then we played
Minecraft after our tea.
They went down
no bother, they’re
spark out now.

Don’t you mean
fence to fence?

Wrong, Mr Smartypants.
This isn’t Glasto,
it’s drystone walls
around here.

You can’t move
for stalls selling all sorts
of tat. And there’s wallto-wall food stalls.

You are kidding.
I’ve got too much respect
for my guts to put most of
that crap in my mouth.

I tell you, Jamie, it
almost makes me want to
start eating meat again.
At least you’ll
not go hungry.

Because at least
I know Sam and Lisa source
all their meat ethically and
they clean their kitchen
down every night.

You won’t hear me
and the bairns complain
if you do turn back to
the dark side.
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Last proper story
I did. Before all my employers
lost their appetite for
serious news.

Not going to happen.
I learned too much about bad
animal husbandry from the animal
rights lot when I was working on
that investigation about animal
drug testing.

I remember
the lectures.

Enough of the
seriousness, babe. Heard
any good bands yet?

I’ve hardly heard anything.
I’ve been too busy doing interviews.
Got some decent stuff, though.
Stuff I can sell.
Don’t speak to
my missus like that, mate,
or you’ll get your sausage
where you don’t want it.

Sounds a bit
lively there.
No kidding.
Listen, I need to
file some copy before
I crash. I’ll call you
tomorrow, yeah?

Sure. Take care, Zo.
Get some sleep, OK?
I love you.

Love you too, babe.
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